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Abstract. The Situational Method Engineering (SME) discipline emerged two
decades ago to face up to the challenge of the in-house definition of software
production methods and the construction of the corresponding supporting tools.
However, nowadays most of the existent proposals only focus on one of the
phases of the SME lifecycle. In order to fill this gap, in this paper we present a
methodological framework that equally encompasses two of these phases,
which refer to the method design and implementation. In order to support them
in an effective manner, we advocate for the use of the Model Driven
Development (MDD) paradigm. Applying these ideas, the framework has been
defined on top of a MDD infrastructure based on meta-modeling and model
transformation techniques. In addition, we provide implementation details of
the framework in an Eclipse-based modeling platform, namely MOSKitt.
Keywords: Method Engineering, Model Driven Development, CAME
Environment, Eclipse, MOSKitt
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Introduction

Software Production Methods (hereafter simply methods) are organized and
systematic approaches for software development, which can adequately govern the
disciplined execution of real software development projects, and are composed, inter
alia, of structured and integrated sets of activities, work products and roles. Since the
definition of a universally applicable method has for long been considered
unattainable, it is necessary to find solutions that enable the in-house specification of
methods adapted to specific context needs and the construction of the corresponding
supporting tools. Up to now, the SME discipline seems to be the most promising
alternative to supply this need.
The SME discipline constitutes a sub-area of a broader field called Method
Engineering (ME). Specifically, within the ME (and SME) field, method and software
engineers mainly deal with (1) the definition of methods (method design) and (2) the
construction of the supporting software tools (method implementation)1. Therefore,
1

Other tasks such as the analysis of the method requirements and the validation of the method
are also part of the Method Engineering discipline but are outside of the scope of this paper.
These tasks will be considered in future work.
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proposals aimed at supporting ME should cover these two phases of the ME process.
However, most of the ME proposals existing in the literature (and their corresponding
tools) only focus on one of them. As examples of this reality we find Computer Aided
Method Engineering (CAME) and metaCASE environments. On the one hand,
CAME environments generally focus on the method design phase, supporting the
specification of project-specific methods for software development. In some cases,
these specifications are used for building CASE tools, but with very limited
capabilities. On the other hand, the so-called metaCASE environments generally
focus on the method implementation, supporting the customization of CASE tools by
means of high level specifications. These specifications normally define the modeling
languages that are to be supported by the CASE tool and, sometimes, also the process
that establishes the order in which these languages must be used. Thus, these
specifications are oriented towards CASE tool definition and therefore they do not
represent complete software production methods.
In order to provide a more complete proposal, in this paper we propose a
methodological framework that equally encompasses the method design and method
implementation phases. Combining these two phases brings an important benefit. It
increments the method specifications’ value in terms of how much functionality is
derived from them. That is to say, these specifications are not only used for governing
the execution of the software development projects, but also for the construction of
CASE tools that support the methods and assist the software engineers in the
development of the final systems. To achieve this goal in an effective manner, we find
crucial to define an infrastructure that (1) allows the method engineer to define
methods that can be applied in real software projects and also (2) (semi)automates the
construction of tools that provide adequate support to the specified methods. To
successfully face the definition of this infrastructure, we advocate for the use of the
MDD paradigm. Thereby, we have defined a MDD infrastructure based on metamodeling and model transformation techniques that lays the foundations of the
methodological framework. Specifically, the meta-modeling techniques are based on
the Software & Systems Process Engineering Meta-model (SPEM) [30] and are the
means that allow the method engineer to carry out the method design. On the other
hand, model transformations (semi)automate the performance of the method
implementation. By applying these ideas, we have defined a methodological approach
that not only tackles the definition of methods following a widely accepted standard
(SPEM), but also proposes to use these definitions for the (semi)automatic generation
of tools that provide rich support to the methods (textual and graphical editors, code
generators, model transformations, process enactment support, etc.).
The work reported here is an extension of our previous works [7] and [8]. On the
one hand, the theoretical part of the methodological framework is analyzed in depth,
with a contextualization of the different parts of the framework. On the other hand,
the software infrastructure of the framework has evolved by enhancing the way in
which engineering tools assist method engineers during the method construction.
Furthermore, as a proof of concept, we also provide details of the implemented
framework, which has been developed on top of MOSKitt [21], an Eclipse-based
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modeling platform whose plugin-based architecture and integrated modeling tools
turn it into a suitable platform to support the proposal.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, section 2 summarizes the
state of the art. Then, section 3 provides an overview of the proposal. Section 4 and 5
thoroughly detail the MDD infrastructure and the methodological framework
respectively. Finally, section 6 draws some conclusions and outlines future work.

2

State of the Art

The term Method Engineering was first introduced in the mid-eighties by Bergstra et
al in [4]. Since then, many works developed both at academia and industry have
contributed to this field. In order to underpin its theory, a survey of the last strands in
ME is gathered in [17]. In this work, the definition proposed by Brinkkemper et al. in
[5] is used to define ME as the engineering discipline to design, construct and adapt
methods, techniques and tools for the development of information systems (IS).
Considering this definition, we have found that there are proposals in the ME
literature that mainly focus on (1) the design, construction and adaptation of methods
(i.e. the method design) while others concentrate on (2) the techniques and tools for
supporting such methods (i.e. the method implementation). On the one hand, among
the proposals mostly dedicated to method design, we find proposals such as
Brinkkemper’s [5, 6], Ralyté’s [20, 24] or Henderson-Sellers’ [15], which tackle the
method construction by means of the assembly of method fragments or chunks stored
in a method base repository. Examples of tools that fall in this first category are
MERET [18], Method Editor [29] and Decamerone [14]. Some of these proposals do
support the generation of CASE environments but with limited capabilities. For
instance, Method Editor enables the generation of tools that include a series of
diagram editors that allow the software engineer to create/manipulate the products
specified in the method. However, Method Editor does not support the specification
of automated tasks that require the inclusion of a model transformation in the
generated tool. Thus, these CASE tools lack code generation capabilities.
On the other hand, there are proposals that mostly focus on the method
implementation [10, 12, 28]. These are the so-called metaCASE environments that
generally support the construction of CASE tools. Examples of tools that fall in this
category are MetaMOOSE [10], KOGGE [28] and MetaEdit+ [19]. For instance,
MetaEdit+ [19] provides a specification language (called GOPPRR) that is oriented
towards the definition of the abstract syntax of the modeling languages (in [19] called
“methods”) that need to be supported by the resulting CASE tool. In contrast, in our
proposal we provide a full methodology that assist in the definition of complete
software production methods by means of the SPEM standard, and also proposes the
use of a meta-meta-model (such as GOPPRR) for the definition of the modeling
languages that enable the creation of the method products (see sections 3 and 5). In
particular, the meta-meta-model that is used in the CAME environment that supports
our proposal is Ecore.
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After studying
s
all thhe aforementiioned proposaals, we have found
f
an impoortant lack
of softwaare tools that provide
p
complete support to
o ME. In this paper, we advvocate for
the use of
o the MDD paradigm
p
as a way to imprrove this situation. In particular, we
define a methodologiccal frameworkk that is being
g implementeed in the conttext of the
MOSKittt platform [21] and, by applying
a
MDD
D techniquess, equally suppports the
method design
d
and the method impleementation ph
hases.

3

Ovverview of the
t Proposaal

In order to provide ann overview off the proposall, in this sectiion the methoodological
frameworrk is briefly introduced.
i
Thhe three phases that compoose the frameework are:
method design,
d
methodd configuratioon and method
d implementattion (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 1. Methoddological frameework overview
w

• Methood design: duuring this phhase, the meethod engineer builds thee method
specifiication as a model
m
(hereaffter the metho
od model) usiing the SPEM
M standard
[30]. This
T model caan be built from
m scratch or reusing
r
methood fragments sstored in a
Methood Base repossitory that hass been implem
mented follow
wing the RAS
S standard
[26]. The
T built model constitutes a first version
n of the methood that does nnot include
detailss about the technologies annd notations that
t
will be used
u
during thhe method
executtion. For instaance, the methhod engineer can specify a generic prodduct called
“Businness Process Model”,
M
withoout stating in which notation this produuct will be
createdd when the meethod is execuuted.
• Methood configuratiion: in this phase, the method model is
i instantiatedd with the
specifiic technologiees and notationns that will bee used during the method eenactment.
This innstantiation iss achieved by associating taasks and produucts with edittors, metamodels, transformaations, etc. thhat are stored
d in a reposittory called A
Asset Base
(impleemented follow
wing the RA
AS standard). For
F instance, the product “Business
Processs Model” caan be associaated with a “BPMN
“
editoor”. Thus, thhe method
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engineer is indicating that this editor must be included in the generated tool, so that
it enables the manipulation of this particular product. The main benefit of
separating method design and configuration is that we keep generic definitions of
methods (which means that we can take this generic definition and perform
different method configurations), stressing the importance of reusability.
• Method implementation: in this phase, the method model is used as input of a
model transformation that generates the tool support. This tool provides support to
the product and process parts of the method2. The product support consists of the
tools that enable the creation/manipulation of the method products (i.e. the
resources associated to the method elements in the previous phase). The process
support consists of a process engine that enables the method process execution.

4

The MDD Infrastructure

In this section we present the MDD infrastructure that lays the foundations of the
methodological framework. As mentioned above, this infrastructure is based on metamodeling and model transformation techniques.
4.1

Meta-modeling

Meta-modeling has always played a key role in the ME field as it allows the definition
at a high level of abstraction of the concepts, constraints and rules that are applicable
in the construction of methods. In general, proposals focusing on the method design
use meta-modeling as their underlying technique to define methods [6, 18, 20].
Moreover, proposals focusing on the method implementation use these techniques to
specify the modeling languages supported by the generated tools [12, 19, 28].
In our proposal we use meta-modeling techniques for the creation of the method
model, in particular following the SPEM standard. A study about the applicability of
SPEM to ME is presented in [22]. In this work, the authors present some of the SPEM
advantages and disadvantages for supporting the method design. Among the SPEM
advantages we highlight: (1) wide acceptance in the field of process engineering, (2)
good ME process coverage, (3) support to both product and process parts of methods
and (4) good abstraction and modularization. Regarding its disadvantages, [22] points
out the lack of executable semantics, but proposes to overcome this limitation by
using a model transformation to transform the process models into executable
representations that can be executed by workflow engines.
In order to provide a more in-depth view on how the SPEM meta-model is used in
our proposal, below the structure of the method fragments from which SPEM models
can be assembled is presented in detail. In general, in the ME proposals that suggest
the use of method fragments, these are obtained by instantiating some class of a metamodel. For instance, in the OPEN Process Framework [11] method fragments are
2

The product part represents the artifacts that must be built during the method execution and
the process part consists of the procedures that must be followed to build such products.
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generated by instantiation from one of the top levels classes: Producer, Work Product
and Work Unit [17]. Specifically, next subsection details the SPEM classes from
which method fragments can be created and, furthermore, it presents a taxonomy that
classifies the different types of fragments that are used in the proposal.
We use the term method fragment to denote the atomic element from which
methods can be assembled. Other terms to name these atomic elements, such as
method chunk, have been proposed in the ME literature [16]. A method fragment can
be either a product fragment (instances of meta-classes that represent products) or a
process fragment (instances of meta-classes that represent processes). This
differentiation allows us (1) to leverage the separation between product and process
specification provided by SPEM3, (2) to relate one process fragment with many
product fragments, and (3) to reuse one product fragment in the definition of many
process fragments.
Attending to the different phases identified in our framework (see section 3), we
use a third type of fragment, namely technical fragment, term that was first proposed
in [13]. In our proposal, these fragments contain the tools that are associated to the
products and tasks of the method during the method configuration and that make up
the infrastructure of the generated CASE tools.

Fig. 2. Relationship between method fragments and SPEM classes

In order to illustrate the hierarchical organization of the various types of fragments,
the left side of Fig. 2 graphically presents our fragment taxonomy. In this taxonomy,
the new abstract category conceptual fragment (also proposed in [13]) is introduced
for grouping product and process fragments. Moreover, additional information has
been included, e.g. the relationship Contains which represents that SPEM processes

3

In order to use the same terminology as the used in the ME field, in our proposal we consider
analogous the product-process separation of methods and the SPEM separation between
method content and method process.
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can contain nested subprocesses, or the relationship labeled as Uses which represents
that one process fragment can reference from one to many product fragments.
On the other hand, the right side of Fig. 2 shows a simplified view of the SPEM
meta-model. In SPEM, a method is represented by a MethodPlugin. Each
MethodPlugin contains both ContentPackages and ProcessPackages. Tasks, Roles
and WorkProducts are stored in ContentPackages. Similarly, within
ProcessPackages, processes are stored as instances of the class ProcessComponent.
Note that some of these SPEM concepts have been associated with fragments of
our taxonomy. These associations illustrate a containment relationship. For instance,
process fragments are associated with one ProcessComponent. Thus we are
representing that, when process fragments are stored in the repository, they contain a
SPEM model that includes one instance of the class ProcessComponent. Furthermore,
product fragments are associated with ContentElements, which represents that these
fragments can contain any instances of Task, Role, and WorkProduct.
Finally, even though it has been omitted in Fig. 2, method fragments are defined by
a series of properties that enable their later retrieval from the repository. The fragment
properties are stored in the manifest file of the RAS asset that embodies the fragment.
Specifically, we make use of some of the properties defined in [23]. According to
these properties, our method fragments are characterized by:
• Descriptor: it contains general knowledge about the fragment. For now, we
consider the attributes origin, objective and type. Some examples of valid types in
our proposal are task, role and work product for product fragments that contain
atomic elements, or meta-model, editor, model transformation and guide for
technical fragments (see section 5.2).
• Interface: it describes the context in which the fragment can be reused. For now,
we only consider the attribute situation.
4.2

Model Transformations

In the previous subsection we showed that the application of meta-modeling in the
ME field is not new. However, we find that the ME approaches that make use of these
techniques do not really take full advantage of the possibilities that MDD offers. As
stated in [3], “MDD improves developers’ short-term productivity by increasing the
value of primary software artifacts (i.e. the models) in terms of how much
functionality they deliver”. Following this statement and contrary to what current ME
approaches do, we want to leverage models going one step further. Defining the
method as a model and considering this model as a software artifact allows us to face
the implementation of the CASE tool generation process by means of model
transformations.
In particular, these transformations have been implemented in the CAME
environment that supports our proposal as a single model-to-text (M2T)
transformation using the XPand language [31], which is the language used within the
context of the MOSKitt project [21] for that purpose. Further details about this M2T
transformation are provided in section 5.3 and in [8].

8
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Th
he Methodoological Fraamework

In this seection, we detaail the phases in which the methodologiccal frameworkk has been
designed.. For each of these
t
phases, we provide fiirst a generic description
d
annd then we
detail thee software infrrastructure thaat has been im
mplemented in MOSKitt to ssupport it.
5.1

M
Method
Design
n

During thhe method dessign the methood model is bu
uilt using SPE
EM. The consttruction of
this modeel is performeed by means of a combinaation of two approaches
a
prroposed in
[24]: (1) the paradigm
m-based and (22) the assemb
bly-based. In order to illusstrate how
these appproaches are applied
a
in ourr framework, we
w use the Map
M process m
meta-model
proposedd in [27]. Folllowing this meta-model,
m
processes
p
are represented aas labelled
directed graphs
g
with inntentions as noodes and strateegies as edgess between inteentions.
The Paraadigm-Based
d Approach. In
I Fig. 3 we show
s
how thee method moddel is built
in our proposal
p
folloowing the parradigm-based
d approach. The
T hypothesis of this
approachh is that the new
n
method iss obtained eitther by abstraacting from ann existing
model orr by instantiatting a meta-m
model. This starting model is called the paradigm
model. Sppecifically, we
w build the method
m
models by instantiaating a meta-m
model (i.e.
the SPEM
M meta-modell).

Fig.. 3. Paradigm-bbased approach (adapted from [24])

As shoown in the figgure, the consttruction of thee method moddel is perform
med in two
steps: firsst, the methodd engineer buiilds the producct model (i.e. the products, roles, etc.
that comppose the SPE
EM method coontent). Secon
ndly, the methhod engineer builds the
process model
m
(i.e. thee process compponent that co
omposes the SPEM
S
methodd process).
In additioon, backtrackiing to the connstruction of the product model
m
is possible when
building the
t process model
m
thanks too the refinemeent strategy.
The Asseembly-Based Approach. Fig.
F 4 shows how
h
the assem
mbly-based appproach is
carried ouut in our propposal. This proocess is follow
wed when the method enginneer wants
to reuse product
p
or proocess fragmentts stored in the Method Basse.
As shoown in the figgure, the methhod engineer starts
s
by specifying the reqquirements
of the fraagments to be retrieved. Theese requiremeents are speciffied as queriess that must
be formulated by givinng values to thhe method frag
gment propertties (see sectioon 4.1).
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Fig.. 4. Assembly-bbased approach (adapted from [24])

As an example, a query
q
for retrrieving a prod
duct fragmennt containing a task for
system sppecification may
m include parrameters as fo
ollows:
Type = ‘Task’ AND
D Objective = ‘System Speccification’
Once the
t fragments have been obbtained4, the in
ntention “Asssemble fragmeents” must
be achievved by meanns of the “inttegration” straategy. This strategy consists of the
integratioon of the seleected fragmennts into the method
m
modell (considered here as a
process fragment
f
of a higher level of granularrity). Dependiing on the tyype of the
fragment this integrattion varies. For
F product fragments,
f
thhe tasks, roles etc. are
directly included
i
in a ContentPackaage. For proccess fragmentss, the processs elements
are includded as a subprrocess in the method
m
under construction.
Finallyy, note that duuring the methhod design neew fragments can be createdd for their
later reusse during the construction
c
o other metho
of
ods. In order too illustrate how product
and proceess fragments are created, Fig.
F 5 shows th
he process thaat must be folllowed.

Fig 5. Conceptual frragment creation
n (adapted from
m [25])

First, the
t method enngineer explorres the method
d model to ideentify the elem
ments that
must be included
i
in thhe conceptual fragment. Theese elements will
w be tasks, roles, etc.
(for a prooduct fragmennt) or a process componentt (for a processs fragment). Then, the
method engineer
e
definnes the fragm
ment by giving
g values to thhe fragment pproperties.
Once thiss process is coompleted, a RA
AS asset is creeated and storred in the Methhod Base.

4

Note thhat if a process fragment is retrieved, then
n the associateed product fraggments are
automatically selected. This is due to the one-to-man
ny cardinality of
o the relationshhip between
productt and process fragments in figuure 2.
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Fig. 6. EPF Composer editor in MOSKitt

Fig. 7. Repository client connected to the Method Base

Method Design Software Infrastructure. In order to provide software support
within MOSKitt to the method design phase, the following tools have been integrated
as Eclipse plugins:
• A method editor: in order to enhance MOSKitt with the capability of building
method models, the EPF Composer (a SPEM 2.0 editor provided in the EPF
Project [9]) has been integrated. This editor enables the enactment of the process
described in Fig. 3, i.e. it allows method engineers to build SPEM models. In
addition, it has been extended so it enables the enactment of the process shown in
Fig. 5, i.e. it supports the creation of fragments. In Fig. 65, a screenshot of the EPF
Composer integrated in MOSKitt is shown.
5

Also available at http://users.dsic.upv.es/~vtorres/moskitt4me/
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• A repoository client: In order to reuse the fraagments storeed in the Metthod Base
duringg the construcction of the method mod
del, it is neceessary to impplement a
reposittory client thaat enables thee enactment off the process described in F
Fig. 4. To
do so, the repositorry client mustt allow the method engineeer to (1) connnect to the
reposittory, (2) searcch and select conceptual
c
fraagments and (3) integrate thhem in the
method model undeer constructionn. Fig. 7 show
ws the repositoory client thatt has been
implem
mented in MO
OSKitt as an Eclipse
E
view.
• A guidde to build thee method modeel: A guide is provided as an
a Eclipse cheeatsheet to
assist the
t method enngineer in the performance of the methodd design phasee.
5.2

M
Method
Configguration

In this phase
p
the method
m
modell is completeed by includding details aabout the
technologgies and notaations that wiill be used du
uring the meethod executioon. Fig. 8
shows hoow this phase is performedd. In particulaar, the methodd engineer speecifies the
requiremeents that are used
u
to retrievve a technical fragment from
m the Asset B
Base. Once
this is donne, he/she asssociates it withh a task or pro
oduct of the method
m
model.

Fig. 8. Processs model for assset association

Note that
t
it is posssible that noo suitable technical fragmeent is availabble in the
repositoryy. In case the method enginneer considerss that a new teechnical fragm
ment must
be createed, a process similar to thhe one defineed in Fig. 5. is followed. First, the
required tool
t
is implem
mented ad-hocc for the meth
hod under connstruction. Forr instance,
in the CA
AME environm
ment that suppports our prop
posal these toools are implem
mented as
Eclipse plugins
p
develloped using the
t CAME en
nvironment ittself. Once thhe tool is
implemennted, the methhod engineer defines
d
the tecchnical fragm
ment by givingg values to
the fragm
ment propertiess. Then, a RA
AS asset is creaated and stored in the Assett Base.
We deetail below thee various typees of technicaal fragments thhat can be stoored in the
Asset Basse, to which elements
e
they can be associaated and for which
w
purposee:
• Meta-m
model: meta-m
models can be
b associated to method products
p
to sppecify the
notatioon that will be
b used in thee generated to
ools for their manipulationn (e.g. the
“BPM
MN meta-modeel” can be linkked to the prod
duct “Business Process Moddel”).
• Editorr: textual/grapphical editors can be assocciated to methhod products to specify
the ressource that wiill be used in the generated
d tools for theeir manipulatiion (e.g. a
“BPM
MN editor” cann be linked to the
t product “B
Business Process Model”).
• Transfformation: moodel transform
mations can be associated to
t tasks of the method.
Thus, these tasks will
w be automaatically executted in the finaal tool by means of the
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model transformations (e.g. a M2T transformation can be linked to the task
“Generate report”).
• Guide: guides (i.e. text files, process models, etc.) can be optionally associated to
manual tasks of the method. These files will be included in the final tool and will
assist software engineers in the performance of the tasks. For instance, a map can
be associated to the task “Build Business Process Model” to define as a process
model the steps that must be followed to perform the task.
Method Configuration Software Infrastructure. In order to provide software
support within MOSKitt to the method configuration phase, the following tools have
been integrated as Eclipse plugins:
• A repository client: In order to associate technical fragments with elements of the
method model, it is necessary to implement a repository client that enables the
enactment of the process described in Fig. 8. To do so, the repository client must
allow the method engineer to (1) connect to the repository, (2) search and select
technical fragments and (3) associate them with the elements of the method. The
repository client of Fig. 7 can be reused for this purpose. Fig. 9 shows this
repository client connected to the Asset Base.
• A guide to configure the method model: A guide is provided as an Eclipse
cheatsheet to assist in the performance of the method configuration phase.

Fig. 9. Repository client connected to the Asset Base

5.3

Method Implementation

During this phase a tool supporting the method is obtained by means of model
transformations. This tool is mainly divided into two parts: the dynamic part and the
static part (see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Transformation
T
mappings

The Dyn
namic Part. The dynamic part
p is composed of those ellements that arre directly
obtained from the methhod model annd are, thus, deependent on thhe specified m
method. In
particularr, these elements correspoond to the too
ols that are in
i charge of providing
software support to thee product partt of the metho
od and make up the infrasttructure of
the tool (e.g. editors, model
m
transforrmations, etc.)). These tools are specified within the
method model
m
as technnical fragments, which are stored as RAS
S assets that ccontain the
implemenntations of thhe tools (e.g. the Eclipse plugins that implement a graphical
editor). Therefore,
T
thee model transformation inttegrates these tools in the generated
CASE ennvironment.
The Stattic Part. Thee static part is composed of those eleements that are always
included in the final tool and, thhus, their imp
plementation is independeent of the
method. Even
E
though the
t implementtation of thesee components does not depeend on the
method model,
m
they neeed to use thiss model at run
ntime6. Speciffically, two coomponents
make up this part:
• The prrocess enginee: this compoonent providess support to the
t process ppart of the
method. It is alwaays included in the generaated tools annd is in charrge of the
executtion of the method process part
p of the SPEM model7. This
T executionn conducts
the orcchestration off the differentt tools that alllow the creatiion/manipulattion of the
method products (i.ee. the technicaal fragments).
6
7

Runtime in this context refers to the method execution
n in the generatted CASE tool.
SPEM does
d
not have executable sem
mantics. Thereffore, a mappingg between SPE
EM and an
executaable language iss needed here. We
W are planning
g to tackle this issue in the futuure.
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• The graphical user interface (GUI): the GUI is composed of those elements that
make up the visual representation of the tool and allow software engineers to
execute method instances by means of the process engine. The GUI of the
generated CASE tools does not directly depend on the method model (so, they
always have the same look & feel) but it uses the method content part of the SPEM
model to configure itself. For instance, depending on the role selected by the user,
the GUI filters its content to show only the products and tasks that the user is in
charge of.
Method Implementation Software Infrastructure. In order to provide software
support within MOSKitt to the method implementation phase, the following tool has
been implemented and integrated as an Eclipse plugin:
• A M2T transformation: this transformation obtains the tool that supports the
method specified in the method model. This tool corresponds to a MOSKitt
reconfiguration that only contains the required Eclipse plugins to support the
method (i.e. the plugins contained in the technical fragments8, the process engine
and the Eclipse views that compose the GUI). In order to build this MOSKitt
reconfiguration we make use of the Eclipse Product Configuration files
(.product files). This type of files gathers all the required information to
automatically generate an Eclipse-based tool such as MOSKitt. So, considering
that this tool is obtained from a .product file, the model transformation has
been implemented as a M2T transformation. This transformation takes as input the
model resulting from the method configuration phase and generates a .product
file through which the final tool is automatically generated.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In the ME field it is still unclear how to combine different subareas into a whole in
order to define more complete proposals. As examples of this reality we find CAME
and metaCASE environments, which either focus on the method design or the method
implementation phases of the ME process. In this work, we have detailed the different
steps of a methodological framework that adequately covers these two phases. For
this purpose, the proposed framework applies an MDD approach, tackling the method
design by means of meta-modeling techniques based on the SPEM standard and the
method implementation by means of model transformations.
The presented framework is being defined and implemented within the context of
the MOSKitt project. This project constitutes a jointly work developed by the
Conselleria de Infraestructuras y Transporte and the Centro de Investigación en
Métodos de Producción de Software to develop a CASE tool to support the gvMétrica
method. There is a big community involved in the project, ranging from analysts to
end users, which are in charge of validating each new release of the tool. This setting
8

The dependencies of these plugins must also be included. We are planning to tackle
dependencies management in the future.
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constitutes an adequate environment to validate our proposal. In fact, in the near
future we are planning to integrate our prototype into a MOSKitt version in order to
use it for the definition of gvMétrica and the construction of the supporting tool.
Regarding future work, we are working on the improvement of the CAME
environment that supports our proposal. For instance, we are planning the integration
of a process engine such as Activiti [1]. Furthermore, we are concerning with one of
the big challenges of ME [2], which deals with the variability of methods at modeling
level and runtime. Providing support to variability will allow stakeholders to
dynamically adapt methods and their supporting tools to changes that occur during
method execution.
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